enforcement was in place. The two countries would still joint an agreement between Hungary and Switzerland rebelling with Fechnalleves after eight days of negotiations in Swe- den. Gillette was in a video said that the army would not stop the road to new Prime Minister. One day to this day, he was in the presence of media. It was not immediately clear if the letter had been delivered to Moscow's Matrosova. The U.N. envoy for the UN mission to observe the implementation of the strategic peace agreement for the defense of the people of Sudan and the withdrawal of foreign forces in Sudan, Martin Griffiths told the American Security Council that the U.S. presence in the Sudan is an “essential part of the UN’s mission to achieve a comprehensive and fair settlement of the conflict in Sudan, as well as to support the implementation of the agreement.” Griffiths also urged caution saying that the only way to achieve a comprehensive and fair settlement of the conflict in Sudan, as well as to support the implementation of the agreement, was to avoid any steps that could undermine the peace process.

The U.S. envoy for Sudan, Martin Griffiths, has said that the U.N. mission to observe the implementation of the strategic peace agreement for the defense of the people of Sudan and the withdrawal of foreign forces in Sudan, is an “essential part of the UN’s mission to achieve a comprehensive and fair settlement of the conflict in Sudan, as well as to support the implementation of the agreement.” Griffiths also urged caution saying that the only way to achieve a comprehensive and fair settlement of the conflict in Sudan, as well as to support the implementation of the agreement, was to avoid any steps that could undermine the peace process.

**Belarus’ Leader Slams Russian Talk of Taking over His Nation**

Minsk, Belarus - The leader of Belarus has accused the Russian government of trying to control his nation, and vowed that he would not let it happen.

Belarusian President Alexander Lukashenko on Saturday described as “a hostile act” the Russian government’s announcement that it would deploy military personnel and equipment in the region.

The Belarus president said the move was an attempt to destabilize the situation in Belarus.

“I tell you loud and clear that the Russian government’s announcement is a hostile act,” Lukashenko said in a televised address during a meeting of a Moscow-appointed, democratic-乃是 among the latest signs of a growing tension between the two countries.

Lukashenko on Friday said the Russian government had warned Belarus that it would not be able to take control of the region.

The Belarusian government has repeatedly signaled its intention to continue its support for the region.

**Russia Claims US Offer an ‘Nebulous’ Word**

While the embassy move is widely seen as a victory for the Trump administration, and the White House said it was a “major win” for President Trump, many have criticized the move as an act of aggression.

The U.S. claims Russia is in breach of the treaty, and other leaders have expressed concern that the move could lead to a military conflict.

**China’s Xi Declares an ‘Overwhelming Victory’ over Graft: State Media**

Beijing – China’s President Xi Jinping has declared an “overwhelming victory” in the fight against graft within the ruling Chinese Communist Party, while still acknowledging that there is “tremendous work” ahead.

Xi Jinping said at a meeting of the party’s anti-corruption commission earlier this month, with the Belarusian president, that he would not let it happen.

The Belarusian president said that the move was a “hostile act” and warned that the Russian government’s announcement was an attempt to destabilize the situation in Belarus.

Lukashenko on Friday said the Russian government had warned Belarus that it would not be able to take control of the region.

The Belarusian government has repeatedly signaled its intention to continue its support for the region.

**Fake News Vs Fact in Online Battle for Truth**

FARR – Since US President Donald Trump used the term “fake news” during his campaign, the phrase has gone viral, used worldwide as a way to dismiss stories around the world to deserve news reports that do not suit his sense of the truth.

Fake news continues to defend their work, false information is saturating the politi- cal debate worldwide and undermining the ability to trust the media and institutions.

The global media has been hard hit by the “fake news” phenomenon, which has been spreading across the world.

The New York-based United Nations has warned that the trend is “increasingly visible in attempts to manipulate public opinion.”

Fake news is defined as any story that is intentionally false or misleading, and it can be by individuals, organizations, or even whole nations.

**Pakistan’s Long-Term Debt Rating Downgraded**

S&P Global Ratings, one of the three major global rating agencies, downgraded Pakistan’s long-term foreign currency debt rating to “B” from “B+” on January 9, 2018.

The agency noted that Pakistan’s external debt servicing is about $21 billion per year, which is 4.8% of the country’s GDP.
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